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Chapter 2731: Cold Mountain main city 

alright, let’s see what’s in this storage bracelet! 

Chen Xiaobei released his ethereal force and took ehuo Wuhan’s storage bracelet into his hand. Then, 

he began to check the contents of the bracelet. 

He wouldn’t have known if he didn’t look, but he was shocked when he did! 

“F * ck!” 

what?! Chen Xiaobei exclaimed, ” this guy has 100 million upper spiritual stones! It’s the same as the 

spirit stones in the Treasury of huge axe city’s city Lord’s mansion!” 

“This is not strange!” 

fire cloud capital city rules over a region, ” Baifeng Changyi explained. the thirteen princes all have 

status and power that far exceed the thirty-six city Lords under them. Naturally, their wealth is much 

more! 

“That’s right!” 

as far as I know, ehuo Wuhan has 500 million upper spiritual stones, ” Zhang chuteng said. it’s easy to 

act tough with 100 million on him. The rest is in his personal treasure vault! 

“This guy actually has a private Treasury?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up and he started to calculate excitedly, ” “There are thirteen princes in fire cloud 

capital city! There were thirteen treasure vaults of the same level! In addition to that, there was also the 

Treasury of Supreme King Fire cloud! Wouldn’t we be able to find nearly 10 billion upper spiritual stones 

if we add them all up?” 

“Of course!” 

“Fire cloud capital city rules over a region,” Baifeng Changyi said,”and the 36 main cities have to pay a 

large amount of Tributes every year! There are probably three billion upper spiritual stones in the 

Treasury, as well as countless high-grade resources!” 

“What the f * ck! This fire cloud capital city is really rich!” Chen Xiaobei could not wait to charge into the 

city and take all of the enemy’s things for himself! 

“It’s not just Tributes!” 

Zhang chuteng added,”fire cloud capital city will implement a 37% tax!” For every 10 spiritual stones 

that the commoners earned, seven of them had to be handed over to the government! Furthermore, e 

Huo Yuntian had also used all sorts of methods to plunder the wealth of the people, and earned quite a 

bit of black-hearted money!” 
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“A Crooked Stick will have a crooked shadow!” Hmph! Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ” just look at the 

situation in huge axe city. I can guess what’s going on in huoyun city! 

“Yeah …” Baifeng Changyi sighed.”The various major cities impose heavy taxes, and more than half of 

them are used as Tributes to be handed over to fire cloud capital city! More than half of the People’s 

difficult lives are forced by fire cloud capital city!” 

“That’s right!” 

yes! Zhang chuteng nodded heavily and said, ” I heard that His Majesty declared tax exemption on the 

day huge axe city was breached a month ago! If your Majesty can really take down fire cloud capital city, 

not to mention tax exemption, even if it’s just a slight reduction in taxes, that would be a blessing for the 

people!” 

As soon as he said that, everyone present nodded in agreement. 

The tax was related to the personal interests of no one. 

He didn’t ask for full exemption, as long as the price was lowered by a little, everyone would be able to 

obtain tangible benefits, and naturally, they would be sincerely grateful. 

“Don’t worry!” 

 ” that’s right! Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. as long as the plan goes well, I’ll be able to take down 

fire cloud Kingdom in ten days! 

As soon as he said that, the crowd exploded. what??? ” After ten days? Take down fire cloud capital 

city? This … How is this possible?” 

In everyone’s eyes, it would be the end of the North Mystic Army and huge axe city in ten days! 

No one could imagine how Chen Xiaobei was going to turn the tables on fire cloud Kingdom. 

“My plan needs to be carried out step by step. I can only take it one step at a time! So, I can’t give you a 

specific explanation yet! You guys just wait and see!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and continued to check ehuo Wuhan’s storage bracelet. 

There were three earth-god instruments, one six-star and two five-star. Chen Xiaobei did not care about 

any of them and threw them into the heaven and earth furnace. 

Other than that, there were also some miscellaneous resources. Their grades were not low, but they 

were not of much use, so they were all recycled. 

In the end, all that was left was a key and a token! 

“This key is the key to ehuo Wuhan’s private Treasury!” 

“As for that token, it’s ehuo Wuhan’s little firecloud token!” This was the symbol of a Prince! It’s also a 

token to prove ehuo Wuhan’s identity!” 

“Understood!” 



yes! Chen Xiaobei nodded. if I’m not mistaken, you want me to bring this small firecloud token and ehuo 

Wuhan’s body to Mount Han’s main city? ” 

“That’s right!” 

“With these two items and the fake ehuo Wuhan transformed from His Majesty’s magic treasure, we 

can definitely take down Mount Han’s main city!” Baifeng Changyi said. 

“Good! Then let’s not delay any further, we’ll set off now!” Chen Xiaobei could not wait any longer. 

…… 

After explaining everything, Baifeng Changyi asked the White Wolf nobles present to spread the news of 

what happened today. They wanted the whole city to know that Chen Xiaobei was the emissary of the 

fiery King and that fire cloud Kingdom was their mortal enemy! 

Everyone in White Wolf City was extremely devoted to their faith. Even if they were threatened with 

death, they would never reveal the secret! 

Therefore, there was no harm in spreading the news. Instead, it would help Chen Xiaobei gain more 

followers and control the city! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei brought Liu xuanxin, old Mondo, Baifeng Changyi, and Zhang chuteng to Mount 

Han’s main city! 

…… 

The next morning, the group successfully arrived at Mount Han’s main city! 

Everyone could guess that this main city was related to a mountain, but they would never have thought 

that it was actually a city built on a mountain! 

“How strange …” 

there’s a huge fertile land at the foot of the mountain! The weather is very comfortable! Chen Xiaobei 

said. However, on this mountain peak, the cold wind was bone-piercing, and not a single blade of grass 

grew! Why is the main city built on the mountain and not at the foot of the mountain?” 

“It’s because the people of Mount Han’s main city can only live in cold places!” Baifeng Changyi said in a 

deep voice. The warm climate will cause their bodies to fester and they will be in so much pain that they 

wish they were dead!” 

“What’s going on?” “Is it because of their special physique?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“No…” 

Zhang chuteng shook his head,”the original Cold Mountain City was indeed built at the foot of the 

mountain, and the people loved the bright sun and warm climate!” If it wasn’t for that Great War, they 

wouldn’t have moved up the mountain!” 

“A great battle?” 



what? ” Chen Xiaobei was getting more and more confused. if the people like the sun and warmth, why 

would they be unable to survive in the warmth after a war? ” 

“You’ll know the answer to this soon!” “The cold Mountain City Lord has personally come to welcome 

us!” Said Baifeng Changyi. Let’s go over first!” 

“Brother Changyi! What wind actually blew you here! Welcome! You’re welcome!” He saw a white-

haired old man walking over quickly with a group of followers. 

“This is the cold Mountain City Lord?” Chen Xiaobei frowned. He could tell that the old man was not in 

good health. 

Zhang chuteng!? The cold Mountain City Master walked closer and his face turned black. His fighting 

spirit instantly boiled. who gave you the guts to step into my territory?! 
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Chapter 2732: deep hatred 

The cold Mountain City Master, Hanyin hengshuo! 

On the surface, this person was white-haired and old, giving people the feeling that he was in his twilight 

years. 

From Chen Xiaobei’s point of view as a doctor, the man’s spirit was very weak. His face was sick, and his 

eyes were empty. It was likely that not only was his body not well, but there was also a very serious 

mental illness hidden in his chest! 

But the strange thing was that this sickly old man seemed to have changed into a different person when 

he saw Zhang chuteng. His battle intent was boiling! There was even a strong killing intent! 

Could it be that han Yin hengshuo’s mental illness was related to Zhang chuteng? 

Chen Xiaobei had his guesses, but he did not have any evidence. He could only wait for the next 

development. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Hanyin hengshuo took a step forward, and a terrifying amount of vital essence burst out from his body! 

From the fluctuation of his vital essence, it could be inferred that han Yin’s cultivation had reached the 

mid-stage seven-star earth-god Realm, which was even slightly stronger than Zhang chuteng! 

No wonder Hanyin hengshuo was so domineering and called Zhang chuteng a dog! Only by borrowing a 

dog’s guts did he dare to set foot in Mount Han’s main city! 

Not only did he curse, Hanyin hengshuo didn’t even give Zhang chuteng a chance to speak and 

immediately started a war! 

From this, it could be seen that Hanyin hengshuo and Zhang chuteng had a deep hatred, they could not 

tolerate each other! 
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“Quickly come and see … The city Lord is going to fight someone … Quickly! Everyone, come and take a 

look …” 

“It’s that Lackey Zhang chuteng! ‘Damn it!’ He actually dares to come to our Cold Mountain City! He’s 

simply seeking his own death!” 

“The city Lord’s cultivation is higher than Zhang chuteng’s! This time, we’ll make that bastard Zhang 

chuteng die without an intact corpse!” 

“Kill Zhang chuteng! City Lord! Kill that dog!” 

It was early in the morning, and the huge commotion quickly attracted a large crowd. 

Among them, there were civil and military officials, important members of powerful clans, rich 

merchants, and poor people. 

This group of people included people from every social class in the city, and could be seen as a miniature 

version of the main city of Mount han! 

From the small to the big, one could see the attitude of the entire city from the attitude of the crowd! 

Chen Xiaobei was even more confused.”Could it be that Zhang chuteng doesn’t just have a grudge 

against Hanyin hengshuo? Instead, you have a great enmity with the entire Cold Mountain City?” 

“Strange!” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei noticed something strange.”These people’s complexions are exactly the 

same as Hanyin hengshuo’s, they all have the same illness! What’s going on?” 

While Chen Xiaobei was still confused, han Yin and hengshuo had already arrived. 

“Brother hengshuo! Don’t be impatient!” 

At this moment, Baifeng Changyi stepped forward and stopped the Furious Hanyin hengshuo. 

“Baifeng Changyi! Others might not know about The Grudge between Zhang chuteng and me, but you 

should know it!” 

Han Yin hengshuo was furious and roared, ” “Move away immediately! Otherwise, this old man will no 

longer have a friend like you!” 

“Don’t get too excited! Don’t you trust my character?” Baifeng Changyi said solemnly with a frown. 

you … Hanyin hengshuo glared at him. After a moment of silence, he finally gave in and said, ” “Forget it! 

For the sake of our past relationship, this old master will listen to what you have to say first before 

killing this dog Zhang chuteng!” 

“Don’t worry! You’re thinking about our past relationship, so how could this old man possibly cheat a 

good brother like you?” 

“I’ve come here today to introduce you to an important figure who can help you fulfill your long-

cherished wish and resolve the knot in your heart!” Said Baifeng Changyi in a deep voice. 



how … How is this possible?! 

Han Yin hengshuo was stunned. His anger turned into shock, ” “Brother Changyi! You know my long-

cherished wish and the knot in my heart the best! If it’s not someone stronger than e Huo Yuntian, he 

definitely can’t help me!” 

“Of course I know!” 

of course! Baifeng Changyi smiled. if I didn’t have a hundred percent confidence in myself, I wouldn’t 

have come here in person, and I wouldn’t have been able to tear open Mount Han’s biggest wound 

again! 

“Good! I can trust your character!” 

Han Yin hengshuo retracted his true essence, gathered his energy, and asked seriously, ” “When will the 

important person you want to introduce me to arrive? I want to welcome you as a National guest!” 

Hanyin hengshuo had seen many people before. He could tell Chen Xiaobei, Liu xuanxin, and old 

Mondo’s cultivation level with just one glance! 

To be honest, han Yin and hengshuo did not even care about Chen Xiaobei and the other two! 

After all, Hanyin hengshuo was even more powerful than Zhang chuteng! 

The important figure in Hanyin hengshuo’s eyes should at least be stronger than him! Otherwise, how 

could she help him realize his long-cherished wish and untie the knot in his heart? 

Because of this, Hanyin hengshuo thought that the Big Shot that Baifeng Changyi was going to introduce 

had not arrived yet and was ready to welcome him with the ceremony of a National guest! 

“No need to go through so much trouble. This important person is right in front of you!” 

Baifeng Changyi turned to Chen Xiaobei and bowed. this young hero is His Majesty, the one who easily 

defeated huge axe city and declared war on fire cloud Kingdom! 

“What? He’s … He’s the North Mystic Lord?” 

Hearing this, Hanyin hengshuo was stunned and exclaimed, ” “I really didn’t expect this! His Majesty, the 

Honorable Lord of North Mystic, was even younger than the rumors! To be able to do such a world-

shaking thing at such a young age, you really live up to your reputation as a young hero!” 

“Hengshuo city Lord is too polite.” Chen Xiaobei smiled humbly and politely. 

“Brother hengshuo, I didn’t lie to you, right?” “With His Majesty’s help, what’s there to worry about?” 

Baifeng Changyi laughed. 

“This …” 

Hanyin hengshuo’s expression changed slightly. He shook his head and sighed, ” “I’m very impressed by 

His Majesty’s courage! However, His Majesty can’t help me at all …” 

“If you don’t tell me, how do you know that His Majesty won’t be able to help?” Baifeng Changyi asked. 



Han Yin hengshuo furrowed his brows and said,’I truly admire the North Mystic Lord’s courage! 

However, anyone with a discerning eye could tell that the royal city of beixuan would face its end in nine 

days! His Majesty can’t even protect himself, how can he help me?” 

The surrounding crowd nodded in agreement with Hanyin hengshuo’s words. 

In order to intimidate the entire fire cloud region, fire cloud Supreme King had already declared that he 

would destroy the North Mystic Army and slaughter the entire Royal City. 

The entire fire cloud region was certain that North Xuan would lose! 

To the crowd, Chen Xiaobei was like a clay Buddha crossing a river that could not even protect himself. 

How could he possibly have the ability to help Mount Han’s main city with something that was already 

as difficult as ascending to the heavens? 

“Brother hengshuo! Don’t be so quick to assert!” “Aren’t you curious as to why I’m with the North 

Mystic Lord?” Baifeng Changyi asked seriously. 

yeah … Hanyin hengshuo was stunned and said, ” “You’re e Huo Yuntian’s most loyal follower, so why 

are you together with his mortal enemy?” 

tens of millions of years ago, the fire cloud region was still known as the exploding flame region. Fiery 

King was the master of this region! 

Baifeng Zhangyi composed himself and said with utmost sincerity, as for His Majesty, the North Mystic 

honorable King, he is the true inheritor of fiery King. He will lead us to defeat that imposter, e Huo 

Yuntian, and become the new master of this region! 

“What? His Majesty, the North Mystic Lord, is the true inheritor of fiery King?” Hanyin hengshuo was 

shocked. 

All the onlookers at the scene were stunned and speechless as if they had been struck by lightning! 

“Brother hengshuo! Trust me!” 

“Speak of your heart knot and long-cherished wish!” Said Baifeng Changyi seriously. His Majesty, the 

North Mystic Lord, will definitely be able to help you achieve it!” 
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Chapter 2733: burning poison disaster 

Everyone knew that the entire White Wolf capital city had extreme faith in fire cloud Supreme King E 

Huo Yuntian. 

Even if their entire race was exterminated, they would not abandon their faith. 

Now that Baifeng Changyi was by Chen Xiaobei’s side, it was enough to prove that ehuo Wuhan was a 

fake and that Chen Xiaobei was the real inheritor of fiery King. 

According to the history of this region, fiery King was the first to integrate the 36 main cities and build 

the exploding flame region! 
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The fiery King was the original owner of this region! 

Supreme King Fire cloud had pretended to be the reincarnation of fiery King and had used fiery King’s 

reputation to successfully control the 36 main cities and rule this region! 

But now, Baifeng Changyi had confirmed that Chen Xiaobei was the real inheritor of fiery King! 

Chen Xiaobei had inherited everything from fiery King. That was why he was the rightful owner of this 

region! 

Originally, Hanyin hengshuo did not think that Chen Xiaobei would be able to help. 

However, with Bai Feng Changyi’s recommendation and his relationship with the fiery King, Hanyin 

hengshuo finally relented and decided to give it a try. 

“Alright! I’ll say …” 

Han Yin hengshuo took a deep breath. At the same time, the surrounding crowd fell silent and their 

expressions became extremely serious. 

three thousand years ago, we were living under the mountains. We had fertile land and a prosperous 

main city! 

Han Yin hengshuo said in a heavy tone, ” although the people have to bear heavy taxes for the annual 

tribute to fire cloud capital city, everyone can still live a positive and optimistic life. They are happy and 

peaceful despite the hard work! 

however, in the same year, a demon put a slow-acting poison named ‘fire burning’ into our water 

source! All of us in the city were poisoned!” 

“The point is, there’s no cure for the fire poison! For a poisoned person, as long as the temperature 

around him was high, his body would immediately start burning! No matter how strong the body is, it 

will still be burned to ashes bit by bit!” 

I originally had three sons and two daughters, and 12 adorable grandsons and granddaughters … han Yin 

hengshuo paused, his eyes turning red and his voice choked. 

on the day of the poison’s outbreak, I watched them being burned by the fire one by one. I watched 

them scream and wail, and I watched them turn into piles of ashes … 

“As the Lord of a city, although I don’t dare to say how much merit I have, I can guarantee with my 

conscience that I’ve always treated the people well and have never done anything wrong! But in the 

end, he was reduced to a white-haired man sending off a black-haired man! In this life, I’ll have no 

children to send me to my death!” 

As soon as he said this, han Yin’s aged face suddenly burst into tears. 

The incense was cut off, and he had no children to send him off! 

Such an ending was extremely cruel to Hanyin hengshuo. He even wanted to commit suicide to end his 

life. 



However, with endless hatred in his heart, Hanyin hengshuo managed to survive. He wanted to live and 

take revenge! Xue hen! 

“I understand!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was serious and his voice was low. “The hengshuo city Lord’s wish must be to catch 

the person who poisoned you! Only by killing this person can the hengshuo city Lord untie the knot in 

his heart!” 

“Not just me!” 

Hanyin hengshuo said in a deep voice,”everyone in Mount han main city wishes to tear that murderous 

demon into pieces and burn his bones into ashes!” As long as this person is alive, the blood feud will not 

be resolved, and the vengeful soul will not rest in peace!” 

“Everyone’s long-cherished wish?” Chen Xiaobei looked around the room and was shocked. 

All the people around them had red eyes. Even the men were crying, and the women were sobbing! 

Sadness enveloped the entire space, and everyone was exuding an aura of hatred that could not be 

resolved! 

“Even my family members have suffered heavy casualties! The commoners in the city had a slim chance 

of survival, it was a tragic sight …” 

Hanyin hengshuo sighed and said,”in that terrifying poison disaster, more than half of the people in 

every household were burned to ashes!” There were one billion people in the city, but in the end, less 

than a hundred million survived!” 

these people who survived all bore endless hatred and endured the torment of their hearts. They were 

even forced to abandon their homes by the poison and survive on this barren and bone-chilling 

mountain ridge until now! 

“To be honest, if it wasn’t for the fact that we have yet to take revenge, everyone here would have 

chosen to commit suicide! Because, compared to physical and mental torture, death is simply a 

release!” 

Han Yin hengshuo’s tone was sad and his eyes were empty. He had long lost hope in life. 

The crowd around them also nodded in agreement. 

It was as if they were willing to end their miserable lives the next moment if they could get their 

revenge! 

“Everyone, don’t think that way! Death is not a release, but an escape!” 

Even Liu xuanxin couldn’t stand it anymore. She stood up and said, ” “If there’s a grudge, we can find a 

way to take revenge! He could find a way to detoxify the poison! Even if they didn’t think for 

themselves, they should think for their descendants. They were the most innocent! Please don’t take 

away their right to live!” 



“This young lady is right! The child was indeed the most innocent! They didn’t experience that disaster, 

so they shouldn’t have been born with hatred. They should have been clean and lived without worries!” 

Han Yin hengshuo paused and changed the topic, ” however, the burning poison will be passed on to the 

next generation. The children will be infected by the poison from the moment they are born! 

“Not only will the children not be able to live carefreely, but they will also be weak and sickly from a 

young age! Before the age of ten, half of the children would die of illness! He died of illness!” 

because of this, it has been three thousand years since the fire and poison disaster. From me, the city 

Lord, to the newborn, no one has been able to get rid of the hatred, let alone the torture! 

“That’s why death is a form of release for us! Not only will you suffer, but you’ll also bring disaster to 

your descendants!” 

Han Yin hengshuo’s face was filled with despair and grief. 

Everyone at the scene had the same expression. 

Who didn’t want to carry on their ancestral line? Who didn’t want to have a house full of children and 

grandchildren? 

However, under the threat of the burning poison, they would rather cut off their own incense and beg 

for release! 

“Zhang chuteng!” 

Chen Xiaobei could no longer suppress his anger. He glared at her and roared, ” you’ve done such a 

crazy and inhumane evil thing. What right do you have to live in this world? ” 

“No… Your Majesty! “You’ve misunderstood …” Zhang chuteng panicked and wanted to explain. 

“Cut the crap!” “I will still protect your family!” Chen said angrily. But you, the heavenly Dao will not 

tolerate it! If you still have a shred of conscience, then kneel down and accept your death! Otherwise, 

this King will make you wish you were dead!” 

“Your Majesty! Please calm your anger first!” 

No one else spoke, but Hanyin hengshuo explained, ” Zhang chuteng is just a dog. The devil who created 

the fire is Zhang chuteng’s master! 
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Chapter 2734 

2734 Three gifts 

“Zhang chuteng’s master? Efire without cold?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression turned complicated. 

Before they came to the main city of Mount daohan, Bai Feng Changyi and Zhang chuteng did not 

explain to Chen Xiaobei why they were here. 
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So, Chen Xiaobei’s heart was filled with questions. 

But now that ehuo Wuhan’s identity was confirmed, all of Chen Xiaobei’s doubts were cleared up. 

It turned out that ehuo Wuhan had formed a blood feud with Mount Han’s main city that had nearly 

annihilated his entire family! 

Within Mount han city, from the city Lord to the infant, everyone hated ehuo Wuhan! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei could kill ehuo Wuhan, he would be able to win over the hearts of the people in 

Mount han city! They would take down this main city without shedding a drop of blood! 

The reason why Bai Feng Changyi and Zhang chuteng did not explain this in detail was so that Chen 

Xiaobei would act as if he did not know anything! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei’s anger would appear real and natural, and not fake! 

The point was that if this matter was said by Baifeng Changyi and Zhang chuteng, the effect would be far 

less than if it was said by Hanyin hengshuo himself! 

Wasn’t this? Han Yin hengshuo’s words brought tears to his old eyes, as well as everyone else’s, and 

greatly evoked the hatred hidden deep in their hearts! 

And the greater the hatred, the greater the determination of everyone! 

“That’s right! That damned evil demon is ehuo Wuhan!” 

“I’ve already sworn that whoever can kill ehuo Wuhan, I’m willing to give up my life!” Hanyin hengshuo 

said solemnly. 

Hearing this, everyone at the scene echoed, ” “That’s right! Who can help us take revenge for our dead 

family and ancestors! Whoever it is is will be the great benefactor of our entire clan! We’re willing to 

give up the rest of our lives to repay this favor!” 

Obviously, Baifeng Changyi and Zhang chuteng’s goal had been achieved. 

With everyone’s words, Chen Xiaobei only needed to hand over ehuo Wuhan’s body and the Prince’s 

token, and he would be the new master of Mount han city! He had obtained the gratitude and respect 

of the entire city! 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not in a hurry to do so. 

“Why did ehuo Wuhan poison it?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

When Hanyin hengshuo heard this, he said indignantly, ” “You might not believe it! Ehuo Wuhan was 

mocked for not daring to throw the fire poison into our water source, but in the end, he insisted on 

doing so!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s anger rose to its peak, ” “What? Just to take a gamble! This animal can actually do such 

an inhumane thing?” 

“Right! Just to take a gamble!” Han Yin hengshuo gritted his teeth,”now you should know, the reason 

why our hatred is so strong, is because ehuo Wuhan is an inhumane demon!” 



“Right! Ehuo Wuhan indeed deserves to die!” Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and tried to calm himself 

down. “Where’s e Huo Yuntian? He doesn’t care about this?” 

“The upper beam is crooked, the lower beam is crooked! To be able to teach an animal like e Huo 

Wuhan, how good can e Huo Yuntian be?” 

“After the fire and poison disaster, e Huo Yuntian only scolded e Huo Wuhan a few times, and then 

there’s nothing else!” Han Yin hengshuo said with resentment. 

“What?” Chen Xiaobei felt as if his entire world had been turned upside down. He had never seen such 

inhumane beasts before! 

At that moment, Chen Xiaobei’s body was exuding an unprecedented anger and a murderous aura that 

made the entire place even colder and gloomier! 

Xiaobei, don’t be so angry. You have to stay calm! Liu xuanxin had never seen Chen Xiaobei so angry 

before, so she quickly consoled him. 

phew … Chen Xiaobei let out a long breath. His strong state of mind ensured that he was always 

calm.”Afterwards, how did e Huo Yuntian treat the cold Mountain Capital?” 

“Of course I’m going to continue ruling …” 

Hanyin hengshuo said,”we’re poisoned by the fire, and we can’t leave this mountain!” To e Huo Yuntian, 

we are no threat at all!” 

“On the contrary, e Huo Yuntian needs us to forge a fire cloud Armor for him, to equip the strongest fire 

cloud Warriors under his command!” 

“For the sake of revenge, we have no choice but to obey e Huo Yuntian! For the sake of the flaming 

Cloud Armor, e Huo Yuntian did not come to kill us!” 

just like that, the balance has been maintained for 3000 years, ” Hanyin hengshuo said indignantly. just 

yesterday, an emissary from fire cloud capital city came in person to ask for 5000 sets of fire cloud 

Armor! 

“Yes, I’m already clear about the matter!” 

Chen Xiaobei composed himself and said, ” “Ehuo Wuhan poisoned people, his crime is monstrous, he 

deserves to die! E Huo Yuntian protected a murderer and ignored his crimes. He deserves to die as 

well!” 

“That’s right! The entire city wishes we can eat the meat of this pair of father and son and drink their 

blood!” 

Hanyin hengshuo gritted his teeth and said, ” it’s a pity. Making an enemy of this father and son is the 

same as making an enemy of fire cloud capital city and the 36 main cities of the fire cloud region! We 

don’t have the ability to do so. We can only live here and wait for the opportunity …” 

As soon as he said that, everyone at the scene revealed a sad and sad expression. 

He had waited for 3000 years, but the opportunities were nowhere to be found! 



“Your persistence has not been in vain! Your waiting is not in vain!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei stepped forward and said, ” I, Chen Zhufeng, am your destiny! 

The crowd’s expression did not change much. They did not have much hope for Chen Xiaobei. 

“Your Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic!” 

“We admire your courage!” Hanyin hengshuo said in a deep voice. We have long heard of your 

benevolence and righteousness! However, this matter is already beyond your capabilities! Standing up 

for us will only lead you to your death faster!” 

“Don’t come to a conclusion too early!” 

“A month ago, I only used ten minutes to take down huge axe city!” Last night, I took down White Wolf 

City without a single soldier! If these things didn’t happen, who would dare to believe it?” 

this … Hanyin hengshuo was instantly speechless. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had said, they would not have believed it if they had not tried to take down giant 

axe city and white Wolf City! 

“Right now, none of you believe that I am a match for e Huo Yuntian, but time will prove it for me!” 

Chen Xiaobei scanned the crowd and said, ” “I just want to ask, do you guys have the guts to board my 

ship?” 

Hearing this, Baifeng Changyi and Zhang chuteng were shocked. 

He did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be so unpredictable! 

According to Baifeng Changyi and zhangchuteng’s plan, Chen Xiaobei should have shown ehuo Wuhan’s 

body first before he could win the hearts of the people. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei was doing the exact opposite. He did not even show any bargaining chips and 

wanted to take over Mount han city. If he was rejected, the whole thing would be in a deadlock. 

However, just as Baifeng Changyi and Zhang chuteng were worried, everyone at the scene knelt down 

under han Yin and hengshuo’s leadership. 

“We’re willing to join the camp of His Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic! Because we’ve 

already waited for 3000 years! If we miss this opportunity, I’m afraid that there won’t be a second North 

Mystic Lord in another 30000 years, or even another 300 million years!” 

Han Yin and hengshuo led the group to kowtow and bow to Chen Xiaobei, showing their loyalty and 

loyalty to him. 

“Get up!” He said. 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “From now on, we’re all on the same side! I’ve prepared three gifts for you!” 
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Three gifts! 

Everyone was shocked! 

Baifeng Changyi and zhangchuteng looked at each other and silently gave Chen Xiaobei a lot of likes in 

their hearts! 

According to their plan, they wanted Chen Xiaobei to use ehuo Wuhan’s body as a bargaining chip to 

exchange for the loyalty of the people from Mount han city! To put it bluntly, this was equivalent to a 

deal! 

However, according to Chen Xiaobei’s plan, ehuo Wuhan’s body was taken out after Mount han city 

surrendered. It turned from a bargaining chip into a gift, and the essence of the matter turned from a 

transaction to a favor! 

If it was a deal, Chen Xiaobei would only be able to gain their loyalty. That was all! It was almost 

impossible to convert the entire city into believers! 

But if it was a gift, Chen Xiaobei would not only receive loyalty, but also the gratitude, respect, and even 

faith of the entire city! 

Just from this point alone, Chen Xiaobei was much better than Bai Feng Changyi and Zhang chuteng! 

Of course, Baifeng Changyi and Zhang chuteng were also puzzled. Chen Xiaobei only had one gift, so why 

did he promise to give Mount han three? 

Old Mondo’s face was also filled with doubt. Even if the corpse and the token were counted as two gifts, 

they were still missing one. 

Liu xuanxin was the only one who could guess what Chen Xiaobei meant, but she did not say it out loud. 

the first gift I want to give everyone will be out soon, so please be mentally prepared! 

Chen Xiaobei took out ehuo Wuhan’s body from his infinite space ring and threw it on the ground. 

Ehuo Wuhan’s body was cut in half by the Yan Huo battle blade. Fortunately, his head wasn’t cut in half, 

and his face could still be seen from the left side of his body. 

it’s … Ehuo Wuhan!? 

In an instant, everyone from the main city of Mount han, including Hanyin and hengshuo, cried out in 

shock. 

As if they had been struck by lightning, their bodies stiffened, their pupils shrank, and their brains short-

circuited. They simply couldn’t believe their eyes! 

“Pa!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei threw another token on the ground and said, ” “This medallion is ehuo Wuhan’s 

token to prove his identity and make everyone feel at ease!” 

The crowd was stunned at first, and then an uproar broke out! 



“That … That’s the fire cloud seventh Prince token! It’s made of fire essence dark steel and can’t be 

imitated!” 

it’s true … That corpse really is ehuo Wuhan … Our clan’s vengeance has been avenged … Our ancestors 

who died tragically three thousand years ago can finally rest in peace … 

“It was his Majesty, the North Mystic honorable King, who helped us kill our sworn enemy! It was his 

Majesty, the North Mystic Lord, who helped us achieve our long-cherished wish that we’ve been waiting 

for three thousand years! It’s His Majesty, the North Mystic Lord, who helped us resolve our inner 

demons and untie the knot in our hearts!” 

long live His Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic … Long live … Long live … 

“We will definitely repay Your Majesty’s great kindness with our lives! ‘Yu Sheng, we’ll be the officials of 

beixuan in life and the ghosts of beixuan in death!’ If you have second thoughts, let us be struck by 

lightning and die a terrible death!” 

Under han Yin hengshuo’s lead, the crowd once again kowtowed to Chen Xiaobei. 

At the same time, the commotion here attracted more and more people. 

News of what had happened here spread from one to ten, and from ten to a hundred. Very quickly, the 

entire Cold Mountain City was informed. 

The 500 million people in the city, even if they could not get close, even if they were tens of millions of 

miles away, would still face Chen Xiaobei, kneel and kowtow, expressing their gratitude from the bottom 

of their hearts. 

The number of new followers that Chen Xiaobei had gained had started to increase rapidly. 

Without a doubt, ehuo Wuhan’s great gift had deeply touched the hearts of every single person in the 

city. This was their most desired, most needed, and most difficult dream to fulfill! 

Three thousand years of suffering, three thousand years of living in an ignoble manner, bitterly waiting 

for the arrival of this day! 

It was no exaggeration to say that in the hearts of most of the people in Mount han, Chen Xiaobei was 

like a Savior! 

It was only natural that many people would become Chen Xiaobei’s followers! 

At the same time, Baifeng Changyi became even more worried,”Your Majesty has given out the corpse 

and the token as the first gift. What about the other two gifts? If you can’t do what you say, that’ll be 

too embarrassing!” 

“Don’t worry!” 

of course! Liu xuanxin smiled. Xiaobei doesn’t promise anyone anything, but once he says it, he’ll 

definitely do it! 

“How can I not be worried? I know the people of cold wind capital too well! Other than ehuo Wuhan’s 

corpse, there was no other gift that could move their hearts!” 



“They don’t even care about life and death. Ordinary things don’t even enter their eyes!” Bai Feng 

frowned. It’s completely meaningless to give out some chicken ribs. On the contrary, it will destroy the 

current atmosphere of worship of the people!” 

you know them, but I know Xiaobei! Liu xuanxin smiled and said confidently, ” “Xiao bei has never 

disappointed me, and he will never disappoint anyone!” 

this … Baifeng Changyi was taken aback. He was worried, but he did not say anything else. Otherwise, he 

would be questioning both Chen Xiaobei and Liu xuanxin at the same time. That would be disrespectful 

to the king. It was not the way of a Minister! 

Zhang chuteng and old Mondo were worried as well, but their status was not as high as Baifeng 

Changyi’s. They could not question Chen Xiaobei’s decision, so they could only wait and see. 

Of course, just as Liu xuanxin had said, Chen Xiaobei would not let them down. 

In the next second, Chen Xiaobei proved everything with his actions. 

“I can’t take out the second gift for you now, but it will be ready in 3 days!” 

Chen Xiaobei used his ethereal force to spread his voice throughout the city, ” “This gift is to help 

everyone spread the word of curing the burning poison!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s voice was loud and clear, like thunder, once again shocking everyone’s heart! 

It could cure the burning poison! 

To everyone in Mount han city, this was their second greatest wish besides revenge! 

They had been dreaming of realizing this long-cherished wish, but reality was out of their reach! 

For 3,000 years, they had tried everything they could, but they couldn’t even reduce the toxicity. It was 

simply a fool’s dream to cure the poison completely! 

There was no doubt that at this moment, although everyone was grateful to Chen Xiaobei, loyal to him, 

and had even become his followers, Chen Xiaobei was still a very good person. 

However, none of them could believe that Chen Xiaobei could cure the burning poison completely! 

I know. The burning poison is very strange. Even with my previous medical skills, I can’t guarantee a 

complete cure! 

but, don’t forget that I’m fiery king’s messenger! I’ve inherited everything from him! Of course, this also 

includes the ‘fiery King’s Secret alchemy technique’ that has been lost for tens of millions of years!” 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 
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In the past three thousand years, the main city of Mount han had thought of all sorts of methods and 

invited countless famous doctors, but in the end, they had not even been able to slightly reduce the 

toxicity! 

Just a second ago, no one could believe that Chen Xiaobei could cure the poison. 

However, at this moment, the moment they heard the ‘fiery King’s Secret alchemy technique’, everyone 

present saw infinite hope. 

One must know that fiery King was the earliest person in this region. He was good at controlling fire and 

understood everything related to fire. Of course, he also knew fire poison! 

Moreover, the burning poison itself was a rare poison that had been passed down in the exploding 

flame region since ancient times. If there was someone in this world who could cure this poison, that 

person would be fiery King! 

Of course, fiery King had failed to transcend the Tribulation and had already died! 

Fortunately, Chen Xiaobei, the emissary of the fiery King, had arrived at Mount Han’s main city! 

The despairing people in the city finally saw hope! 

I’m a Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioner. I can basically tell the specific symptoms of the poison 

from everyone’s complexion! 

yes! Chen Xiaobei said. according to Chapter 33 of the , the effect of the flame-suppressing pill can be 

used to treat your symptoms! 

furthermore, according to my observation, there’s no need to consume any medicinal pills to cure the 

poison. You only need to follow the pill formula and boil the herbs. After everyone takes the herbs, the 

poison will be completely cured in about a week! 

“I’ll order bei Xuan’s Medical Hall and pill Hall to prepare enough medicine at the same time and send it 

to Mount Han’s main city within three days! We’ll also have them help everyone brew the medicine and 

nurse themselves back to health to ensure that everyone recuperates completely!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei had already thought about the second gift. Not only did he not disappoint 

anyone, he even brought them another huge surprise. 

thank you, Your Majesty, bei Xuan … If you can really cure the burning poison, you’ll not only be the 

great benefactor of all of us, but also the great benefactor of our future generations … 

thank you, Your Majesty … You’re like our second parent … We’ll repay your great kindness with our 

lives! 

“Your Majesty! Long live! Long live! Long, long, long, long!” 

Everyone in Mount Han’s main city kowtowed to Chen Xiaobei three times and nine times, expressing 

their sincere gratitude! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei’s rate of gaining new followers increased even more! 



As soon as the two gifts were presented, those who were not believers became new believers, and 

those who were already believers became die-hard believers! 

Chen Xiaobei had avenged them, saved their lives, and even their descendants’! 

Even a true Savior would not be able to do so much for such a great favor! 

It was only a matter of time before everyone in Mount han city became Chen Xiaobei’s loyal followers! 

“Long live Your Majesty!” 

Even Baifeng Changyi knelt down and said with great excitement,”Your Majesty is indeed the true 

inheritor of fiery King! Using the to benefit the people! Fiery King, you can rest in peace now that you 

know this in the netherworld!” 

Other than the people from Mount han city, Chen Xiaobei’s new followers were also from White Wolf 

City! 

If news of what happened here were to spread back to white Wolf City, Chen Xiaobei would definitely 

have a huge wave of die-hard believers! 

“Miss Xuan Xin was right! His Majesty has not disappointed anyone!” Zhang chuteng and old Mondo 

were full of praise for Chen Xiaobei. 

Liu xuanxin smiled. She did not say anything, but her eyes were filled with pride. She was truly honored 

to be Chen Xiaobei’s woman! 

“Alright! Everyone, calm down!” 

Chen Xiaobei continued, ” “The third gift I want to give everyone is e Huo Yuntian’s head! This gift also 

requires everyone to be patient! But I promise I won’t make you wait too long!” 

Everyone was shocked again! 

But this time, no one doubted Chen Xiaobei! The entire city expressed the same attitude, and that was 

to support Chen Xiaobei! 

“Your Majesty is wise! E Huo Yuntian has protected a murderer and condoned his crimes. He also 

deserves to die!” 

besides, we’ve already joined beixuan Royal City and established a war relationship with fire cloud Royal 

City. Even if we don’t kill him, he’ll definitely come after us! 

“That’s right! We firmly support his Majesty, the North Mystic Lord’s decision! Only by killing e Huo 

Yuntian can we have a happy and stable life!” 

“For the sake of past hatred! For the sake of future happiness! We swear to follow His Majesty, the 

Honorable King of North Mystic, to the very end! He must let e Huo Yuntian know! We’re not that easy 

to bully!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei’s third gift was not meant for them, but to establish a common goal in 

their hearts! 



With this goal, the hearts of the people could be completely United! 

With a United heart, there would be a stable rear! 

With a stable rear, they could be worry-free when they went to war with the outside world. Everyone 

was united, and there was no need to worry about not being able to defeat a strong enemy! 

…… 

At this point, the operation in Mount han main city could be considered a great success! 

Once again, Chen Xiaobei had conquered a whole main city without a single soldier. More importantly, 

Chen Xiaobei had also conquered the hearts of the entire city! 

If everything went as planned, within a few days, the one billion people in White Wolf Royal City and the 

five hundred million people in Mount han city would all become Chen Xiaobei’s followers, and most of 

them would be die-hard followers! 

Now, Chen Xiaobei had three main cities-huge axe city, White Wolf City, and Mount han city! 

Most importantly, White Wolf capital city and cold Mountain Capital city were still subservient to fire 

cloud capital city on the surface, which meant that they were two chess pieces hidden in the dark! 

As the saying goes, it’s easy to Dodge an open spear, but hard to defend against a dark one! 

These two hidden chess pieces in Chen Xiaobei’s hands would definitely be of great use! 

…… 

The crowd dispersed, and several important figures gathered in the city Lord’s mansion to discuss the 

next step. 

this is No. 8 Luban. Later, it will pretend to be ehuo Wuhan and cooperate with Zhang chuteng to 

continue being the seventh Prince of huoyun Kingdom! 

Chen Xiaobei showed No. 8 Luban and said, ” hengshuo city Lord, you can rest assured. In the short 

term, fire cloud capital city will not find out that you have joined my forces. Therefore, you only need to 

wait for treatment! 

“What does this old subject want to do for Your Majesty?” Hanyin hengshuo said in a deep voice,”I don’t 

deserve it!” I’ve been receiving your grace this entire time, and I’ve been feeling uneasy!” 

“Don’t worry, there will be plenty of opportunities to make a contribution!” Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei 

chuckled. didn’t you just mention that you wanted 5000 sets of firecloud armor from huoyun Kingdom? 

” 

“Yes! The great battle is imminent, and they are in urgent need of the firecloud armor!” don’t worry, 

Your Majesty, ” Hanyin hengshuo said. I’ll give you all the fire cloud armors. I won’t give them even half 

a set! 

“No!” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and smiled. “Give them all 5000 sets. If there’s any stock, give them all!” 



Everyone was dumbfounded! 

The war was imminent, but instead of trying to weaken the enemy, he was giving the enemy equipment! 

Wasn’t this just courting death? 
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 “Your Majesty, you must be joking, right?” 

The crowd couldn’t believe their ears and asked. 

“The firecloud Warriors are the enemy’s most elite force! Combined with the [ heavenly evil fire cloud 

formation ], it can unleash a terrifying power!” 

“If we send more firecloud armors to the enemy, more firecloud Warriors will join the battle, and the 

power of the formation will also increase dramatically! To our side, this is like raising a Tiger!” 

“Your Majesty, what are you thinking? Could it be that sending battle armors to the local area was part 

of your scheme? Are you scheming against the other party?” 

…… 

“That’s right! This is my plan!” 

Chen Xiaobei summoned a purple fairy. 

This little fellow had the appearance of a girl and had a pair of gorgeous purple butterfly wings on her 

back. She was very pretty. 

That’s right! This little elf was the poison demon Zi Yuan! 

Zi Yuan seemed to have flown out of Chen Xiaobei’s body, but in fact, he had come out of the Meru 

space! 

Xuan po and the infernal spirit were also in the Meru space and could come out at any time! 

“What … What is this?” Other than Liu xuanxin, no one else could tell what was going on with Zi Yuan. 

“This is a venomous spirit that has transformed into a demon!” 

“Didn’t ehuo Wuhan poison the main city of Mount han?” I’m going to borrow the fire cloud Armor and 

give him a taste of his own medicine!” 

“I understand!” 

Hanyin hengshuo’s eyes lit up in surprise and joy.”His Majesty is planning to poison the firecloud armor! 

Poison and kill the enemy’s most elite firecloud Warriors! This was not giving them equipment! Instead, 

we’re here to send them off!” 

“That’s right!” 
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“Zi yuan can release a colorless and odorless poison that can be controlled!” Chen Xiaobei said. After the 

enemy was poisoned, the poison would not immediately act up, and no one would notice it! On the 

battlefield, Zi Yuanling uses her nature to control the poison, and that’s why it suddenly takes effect, 

catching the enemy off guard!” 

When everyone heard this, they all praised,”brilliant plan!” His Majesty’s scheme was truly brilliant! It 

was unexpected! He was caught off guard! This is the best way to use troops!” 

“I’ve already told you the plan!” hengshuo city Lord! Chen Xiaobei asked. the number of armors you can 

take out will be the number of enemies you can kill! 

“Your Majesty! In addition to the five thousand sets of firecloud armor that we are preparing to hand in 

this year, our main city’s warehouse also has five thousand sets of the finest firecloud armor made in 

the past!” 

“I was planning to hide these fine armors and equip them on the soldiers of Mount han so that I can 

take revenge in the future!” Hanyin hengshuo said excitedly. 

but now, with Your Majesty’s brilliant plan, the fine armors can be gifted to the captains of the fiery 

cloud Warriors, or even the experts of the commander level! 

“Originally, five thousand Cold Mountain Warriors definitely wouldn’t be able to kill five thousand 

firecloud Warriors, much less kill five thousand firecloud captains and commanders! Now, with Your 

Majesty’s brilliant plan, as long as they dare to wear it, they will die without a doubt!” 

…… 

“Your Majesty! You’re really a divine strategist!” 

At this point, not only Hanyin and hengshuo, but everyone at the scene also praised him.”Before the 

battle even began, we’ve already killed five thousand of the enemy’s elites, and the elites of the elites! 

This operation is simply godly!” 

“Don’t be in such a hurry to praise me!” 

“I’ll get Zi Yuan to use the most powerful poison!” Once the poison breaks out, not only will these 10000 

people die, but the people around them will also be poisoned to death!” 

“Wonderful! This is too wonderful!” 

Everyone became excited again,”if the poison can cause AoE damage, it can kill at least 100000 people!” 

It’s so cool!” 

“I haven’t finished my words!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Even if it can kill 100000 people, it’s just a drop in the ocean for an Army of 

hundreds of millions! It can only disrupt the enemy’s formation at a specific time, but it can’t change the 

outcome of the battle!” 

As soon as he said that, everyone was speechless. 

One had to know that huge axe city already had tens of millions of troops! 



In this battle, fire cloud capital city’s troops would definitely exceed ten million! 

The remaining 34 main cities, even if they sent out 3 million troops each, the total number of troops 

could already exceed 100 million! 

If it was just a simple poisoning of 100000 people, it would not have any effect on the battle! 

The only way they could be of any use was to poison these 100000 people at the right time and disrupt 

the enemy’s formation, just as Chen Xiaobei had said! 

to put it simply, the poisoning scheme is only a small part of the big picture! 

poison kill can bring us an opportunity. The key is how we can seize this opportunity, expand our 

advantage, and create more opportunities! Chen Xiaobei continued. 

Hearing this, everyone’s faces became serious. The excitement and optimism from just now were 

instantly swept away. 

“Your Majesty! “Forgive me for being blunt …” Hanyin hengshuo said in a deep voice.”If we calculate it 

carefully, our chances of winning this war are still very slim!” 

“Yes …” Baifeng Changyi nodded and sighed. the difference in strength is too great. Even if we fight with 

our lives on the line, we’ll still be swallowed up by the tide of enemies … 

Your Majesty, I’m begging you, ” Zhang chuteng pleaded. please get my family out first, and then think 

of a way to defend … Hitting a stone with an egg will only lead to your own destruction … 

Liu xuanxin and old Mondo did not say anything, but their faces were filled with worry. They did not 

want to fight the firecloud Army head-on either. 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” your mental state is really terrible! One moment he was 

overjoyed, and the next moment he was in great sorrow! Can’t you calm down and think about the 

whole thing?” 

this … everyone’s expression froze, and they were all sweating. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had said, everyone was only concerned about success or failure, and had not 

thought about the details of the whole thing! 

“E Huo Yuntian has declared war on me. In ten days, he will arrive at the great axe city!” 

“It’s only been a day and I’ve already taken down two main cities of White Wolf!” Could it be that I can’t 

take down more main cities in the remaining Nine Heavens? Couldn’t he set up more schemes? You 

can’t completely reverse the situation?” 

Everyone was stunned again and lowered their heads to reflect.”Your Majesty is right! we focused too 

much on the results and neglected the process! There are still nine days left, and we can still do a lot of 

things!” 

“You’re all smart people, so you understand immediately!” 



Chen Xiaobei scanned the crowd and said, ” “Now, calm down and help me think about two important 

things! First, were there any major cities that could be taken down without sacrificing a single soldier? 

Second, how can we break the [ heavenly evil fire cloud formation ]?” 

“There are!” 

Han Yin hengshuo was the first to think of an answer.”Spirit condensation city! We can directly take him 

down without using any weapons!” 

“I’ve also thought of a way to break the formation!” Baifeng Changyi quickly added. 
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 “What? Spirit condensation city?” 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback as he recalled the adventure he had in the spirit congealing immortal 

abode! 

Bai Qi’s God slaying sword was found in the spirit condensing immortal abode. 

According to the information left in the sword, Chen Xiaobei was certain that the master of Holy realm 

dwellers ‘mansion, fairy Ningling, was Bai Qi’s lover in ancient times. 

At the same time, fairy spirit condensation was killed by Xu Fu using 10000 eight-star earth-god level evil 

bone ghosts. There were 9999 of them left, and they all escaped into the endless Dead Sea, one of the 

seven forbidden areas. 

Chen Xiaobei had always wanted to find Bai Qi and find an opportunity to subdue the evil bone ghosts. 

However, ever since he came to the earth-god Realm, Chen Xiaobei did not have much free time. So, he 

put the plan of looking for Bai Qi on hold. 

As for the evil bone ghosts, Chen Xiaobei did not have the confidence to go to the endless Dead Sea yet, 

so he could only put them aside for now. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had already asked Fang longqi to gather all the information about the seven 

forbidden zones! 

After Fang longqi was done with this and Chen Xiaobei was done with the information, he could decide if 

and how to take action! 

The sun Emperor crystal and eternal holy water, which were required to upgrade the sunlight cache, as 

well as the opportunity to upgrade the demonic Dragon’s edge, were all very likely to be in the seven 

forbidden areas. 

The operation was necessary, but before that, Chen Xiaobei had to understand the seven Forbidden 

Lands so that he would not die in vain. 

“Your Majesty, Your Majesty, why are you in a daze?” 

Han Yin hengshuo frowned and asked, ” “Have you heard of the spirit condensation city?” 
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“No, I’ve never heard of it. Tell me in detail!” Chen Xiaobei collected his thoughts. 

After all, the most important thing right now was to settle the battle nine days later. He could only put 

everything else aside for the time being! 

speaking of the spirit condensation city, I must first talk about a powerful earth level deity from the 

ancient times, the spirit condensation fairy! 

it’s said that fairy ning Ling is very kind, ” Hanyin hengshuo said. she often travels around and helps 

people who are in trouble. She does her best to help! 

“Back then, a nameless main city was attacked by a terrifying beast tide! Hundreds of millions of 

demonic beasts attacked the city like crazy! The soldiers in the city suffered heavy casualties, and in the 

end, even the women and the elderly had to participate in the battle!” 

“It’s no exaggeration to say that The Nameless City has been completely enveloped by a disaster! The 

outcome of the war will definitely be the demonic beasts breaking through the city and slaughtering 

everyone!” 

however, at this critical moment, fairy ning Ling happened to come here and decided to help the people 

defeat the beast tide! 

“Fairy Ling ning rushed into the beast tide alone and almost died from her serious injuries before she 

killed the beast King! Make the beast tide disperse and retreat!” 

after the war, all the people in the city saw fairy Ling ning as their Savior. They believed in her for 

generations, and The Nameless City was named the spirit condensation city! 

…… 

Chen Xiaobei and Liu xuanxin looked at each other. 

Both of them had been to the spirit condensing immortal mansion before, but this was the first time 

they had learned about fairy spirit condensing’s character. 

He didn’t expect fairy Ling ning to not only have a strong cultivation but also be so kind! 

Chen Xiaobei and Liu xuanxin could not help but feel sorry for the death of the spirit fairy! 

Especially Chen Xiaobei, he was even more determined to find Bai Qi and take revenge for fairy Ningling! 

the spirit condensation city has been around for a long time, and all the people in the city are disciples 

of the spirit condensation fairy! 

Hanyin hengshuo continued,”fourteen years ago, the third daughter of the spirit condensation city’s city 

Lord was born!” Not only is this girl extremely beautiful, but her features are also somewhat similar to 

fairy ning Ling’s!” 

most importantly, this girl has the same kind heart as fairy Ling ning, and she also has extraordinary 

talent in the art of healing! 



“She started practicing medicine when she was eight, and by the time she was twelve, she had saved 

tens of thousands of people! Moreover, she likes to treat poor people. Not only did she not charge 

them, but she also gave them medicine!” 

“In the long four years, she never forgot her original intention and insisted on doing good without 

stopping! Gradually, she gained the title of little fairy Ningling among the people!” 

“In the past four years, her reputation has spread throughout the fire cloud region! The People’s love 

and respect for her far exceeds the vast majority of city Lords!” 

…… 

“Little fairy Ningling?” Chen Xiaobei and Liu xuanxin looked at each other and smiled. 

According to Hanyin hengshuo’s description, this little fairy ning Ling was really cute and respectable. 

She was able to become famous in the fire cloud region at such a young age. Just based on this point, 

she was able to surpass most of the adults. 

Chen Xiaobei and Liu xuanxin had a close relationship with the spirit fairy. Naturally, they had a good 

impression of her and wanted to meet her if they had the chance. 

“Something’s wrong!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s face changed and his nerves tensed up. little fairy Ningling was born fourteen 

years ago. Why did you only tell me about when she was twelve? ” 

Liu xuanxin also realized that something was wrong, and she immediately stared at Hanyin hengshuo. 

“Ah …” 

Han Yin hengshuo sighed and said with regret, ” two years ago, after fairy Ningling’s twelfth birthday 

party, an animal sneaked into her bedroom and defiled her … She couldn’t bear the humiliation and 

ended her life with medicine that night … 

what??? ” 

Chen Xiaobei and Liu xuanxin were both enraged! 

His extreme anger was like a tsunami that could not be contained, causing the atmosphere of the entire 

space to suddenly sink! 

“Who is that animal! You won’t even let the child go!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was cold, and his dark eyes were like the abyss of hell, hiding the god of death that 

could destroy the world! 

A billowing killing intent gushed out, instantly causing everyone present to feel a chill in their hearts! 

Not only Chen Xiaobei, but even Liu xuanxin’s body was exuding an unprecedented killing intent! 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei and Liu xuanxin had the same thought-to avenge fairy Ningling! 

“That beast is the first Prince of Fire cloud capital city! E fire chain!” 



“As long as we can kill ehuo Lianran, we will be able to take over the entire spirit condensation city!” 

Hengshuo said in a deep voice. 

Chen Xiaobei glared at her and said, ” even if I can’t subdue the spirit condensation city, I’m going to kill 

that beast! 

Liu xuanxin nodded in agreement. 

Chen Xiaobei quickly calmed down and asked, ” “Little fairy ning Ling’s father is the Lord of a city! Why 

didn’t he take revenge! Why do you have to submit to your enemy?” 
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“Your Majesty, please don’t misunderstand!” 

Hanyin hengshuo explained,”it’s not that the city Lord of spirit condensation city doesn’t want to avenge 

his daughter!” This was because the entire city believed in fairy spirit condensation! They were all 

extremely furious! They all want to take revenge for fairy Ningling!” 

however, the murderer is the eldest Prince of Fire cloud capital city. If he wants revenge, he must go to 

war with fire cloud capital city! And once the war starts, I’m afraid that everyone in the spirit 

condensation city will be completely wiped out!” 

“The city Lord has believed in the spirit condensing fairy since he was young, and he has been deeply 

influenced by the spirit of sacrificing himself for others! Therefore, he insisted on not taking revenge and 

suffered alone to protect the safety of everyone in the city!” 

…… 

so it’s to protect the entire city that he didn’t take revenge. This is barely acceptable! 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” if this city Lord continues to submit to fire cloud capital city because he’s afraid of 

death and greedy for power, I won’t even let him off! 

“I won’t!” 

Hanyin hengshuo said seriously,”everyone knows city Lord ning’s character!” If he wasn’t kind, how 

could he have raised a daughter like little fairy ning Ling?” 

“Hmm … Understood!” yes! Chen Xiaobei nodded. since it’s not convenient for Governor ning to take 

revenge, I’ll do it for him! 

“That’s right! We’re definitely taking care of this matter!” Liu xuanxin’s attitude was firm. She wanted to 

act immediately! 

“Please calm down, you two! This revenge won’t be so easy to take!” 
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Hanyin hengshuo said, ” ehuo Lianran has done many bad things. He is afraid of being sought for 

revenge. He has always lived in seclusion. If there is nothing important, he will never leave fire cloud 

capital city! It’s harder than ascending to heaven to kill him in his lair!” 

“Is there any way to lure him out?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

It was obvious that even someone as strong as Chen Xiaobei was not confident that he could kill his way 

into huoyun Kingdom and leave safely. 

If anything were to go wrong, the entire plan would be scrapped! Chen Xiaobei might even have to leave 

his own life behind in huoyun Kingdom! 

Because of that, the best way was to lure e Huo Lian ran out and kill him outside fire cloud capital city. 

“Of course I have a way, but right now I’m lacking a catalyst!” Hanyin hengshuo said. 

“Tell me your method!” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

as everyone knows, e Huo Lian ran is lustful. In front of a beauty, he can even forget his own surname! 

Han Yin hengshuo said,”we just need to find a beauty to lead the way, and then No. 8 Luban will present 

it to ehuo Lianran in the name of ehuo Wuhan!” This way, we’ll definitely be able to lure out this beast!” 

“Isn’t that simple?” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “Isn’t the beauty you need right in 

front of you?” 

Everyone’s eyes fell on Liu xuanxin. 

Liu xuanxin immediately agreed. “I’m willing to be the bait to draw out e fire chain. I can even kill him 

with my own hands!” 

“This …” 

“Miss Xuan Xin, I didn’t mean to offend you … But with your beauty, I’m afraid you won’t be able to 

catch ehuo Lianran’s eyes, let alone lure him out!” 

“My looks aren’t enough?” Liu xuanxin was surprised. 

 ” hehe … Chen Xiaobei laughed. you guys think that Xuan Xin is not pretty enough because you haven’t 

seen her face yet! 

“True appearance?” 

Oh! Liu xuanxin lifted her mask and revealed her true face. 

The mask was so exquisitely made that it felt like real skin. After wearing it for so long, Liu xuanxin had 

forgotten that she had a mask on her face! 

“My God … It’s so beautiful …” 

The moment Liu xuanxin revealed her true appearance, Hanyin hengshuo and Baifeng Changyi, the two 

old men who had seen countless people and seen all kinds of storms, both exclaimed in surprise! 



There was not a single flaw on her beautiful face! Her jet-black hair was like a waterfall, and her eyes 

were as bright as stars. Her beauty matched her looks, making her even more beautiful! 

He had not paid much attention to Liu xuanxin’s figure before, but now, with her looks, her tall, slender 

body and curvaceous curves were perfect! 

It was no exaggeration to say that Liu xuanxin was the creator’s favorite work of art! 

It was as if all the most beautiful things in the world had been used on her, only then could her perfect 

and peerless appearance be gathered! 

“How is it? If Xuan Xin takes action, will he be able to draw out the e fire?” Chen Xiaobei smiled and 

asked. 

“Yes, yes, yes! I definitely can!” 

Hanyin hengshuo and Baifeng Changyi nodded their heads like chickens pecking at rice.”We can even be 

sure that using lady Xuan Xin as bait, e Huo Lian ran, that lecher, will definitely come to his death within 

half a day!” 

“Very good! Then it’s decided!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out ehuo Wuhan’s phone. 

Chen Xiaobei used the wonderful sound perception to imitate ehuo Wuhan’s voice and called ehuo 

Lianran to tell him that he had found a beautiful woman in the forest at the foot of Mount han! 

After he hung up, Chen Xiaobei sent Liu xuanxin’s picture over. 

In less than three seconds, e Huo Lian ran sent a message. 

Yingluo, you have to wait for me! I’ll definitely be there in half a day! After the matter is done, there will 

be a great reward! 

“Done!” 

hehe! Chen Xiaobei sneered. e Huo Lianran has taken the bait. He won’t be able to escape today even if 

he has wings! 

then let’s hurry over and make preparations in advance! Liu xuanxin said impatiently. 

“No rush!” 

the mayor of Changyi city said that he has a way to break the flaming Cloud heavenly evil formation. 

Why don’t you tell me all of it so that I can make a plan in advance? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Yes, sir!” 

Baifeng Changyi said,”my clan is the fiery King’s loyal believer!” From what I know, fiery King once 

refined a magical pill called the fire avoidance pill!” 



“If we can mass-produce this kind of pill, we’ll be immune to the strange fire triggered by the fire cloud 

Warriors and the [ fire cloud heavenly evil great formation ]! In this case, e Huo Yuntian’s trump card is 

completely useless!” 

…… 

As soon as he finished speaking, Hanyin hengshuo raised his doubts,”This is easy to say, but it’s as 

difficult as ascending to the heavens! Not to mention whether His Majesty knows how to refine the 

flame avoidance pill or not, even if he does, it’s impossible for him to refine several million pills in a 

short time!” 

“I’ve already learned the , so I naturally know how to refine the absolute fire pill! I also have a way to 

solve the problem of time!” I don’t know! Chen Xiaobei said, ” the biggest problem for me is how to 

gather enough herbs in a short time! 

“Medicinal herbs?” 

Hanyin hengshuo immediately said,”the ning family has been a family of doctors since ancient times!” 

The spirit condensation city has the largest medicinal material warehouse in the fire cloud region, and 

also the largest medicinal material market!” 

“What a coincidence!” 

killing e Huo Lian ran will allow me to take over spirit condensation city and gather all the herbs I need 

to make the elixir. It’s killing two birds with one stone! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Then what are we waiting for? Let’s go down the mountain now!” Liu xuanxin could not wait! 
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The plan was settled. Zi Yuan would stay in Mount han main city and work with Hanyin hengshuo to 

poison every set of fire cloud Armor! 

The others went to the foot of the mountain. 

Liu xuanxin and No. 8 Luban were waiting for e ‘Huo Lianran to arrive in the forest. 

Chen Xiaobei, Zhang chuteng, and Baifeng Changyi were hidden in a corner, ready to strike at any 

moment. 

howl!!! 

All of a sudden, a loud noise came from the sky! 

Looking towards the source of the sound, it was actually a huge fireball! 

The blazing flames burned fiercely, leaving a long afterimage in the air! It fell straight down from the 

clouds like a burning meteorite that was about to pierce through the earth! 

what the hell is that!? 
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Chen Xiaobei was shocked but also worried that the ‘meteorite’ would hurt Liu xuanxin. 

“Your Majesty, don’t be nervous! It’s e fire successive combustion!” Zhang chuteng said in a deep voice. 

“What? That ball of fire is e fire chain?” Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and observed the fireball 

carefully. As the fireball fell, he finally saw what it was. 

It turned out that the raging fire was coming from a huge Eagle! 

On the back of the Eagle stood an arrogant man in luxurious clothes! 

that guy is e fire successive combustion. He is a six-star earth-god and has a mid-Seven Star earth-god 

instrument! 

“Also, the bird of prey under e Huo Lian ran’s feet is an ancient fearsome demon, the ‘Burning Sky Battle 

Eagle’!” As a mid-stage seven-star earth-god, coupled with the talent and special ability of a demonic 

beast, it’s enough to crush humans of the same level!” 

“Yes …” 

Zhang chuteng nodded and said,”Burning Sky Eagle is extremely powerful. It’s not only the spirit beast of 

blazing e fire, but also his personal bodyguard!” If we were to face each other head on, I wouldn’t even 

be able to take a single blow from Burning Sky Warhawk!” 

“He’s really strong!” Chen Xiaobei focused his attention and focused. 

“Your Majesty, why don’t you retreat first?” 

“Although you’ve set a trap, if anything goes wrong, miss Xuan Xin will be in danger. I’m afraid even we 

can’t escape!” You can go first, leave this to us! Regardless of success or failure, at least you’re safe!” 

“Yup! Your Majesty! You may leave first!” 

Zhang chuteng nodded and said,”I’m willing to sacrifice my life to cooperate with miss Xuan Xin. It’s best 

if the operation is successful!” If you fail, you can still retreat in one piece!” 

“All of you shut up! If I were to abandon Xuan Xin and run away on my own, what difference would I 

have from an animal?” 

Chen Xiaobei said with confidence, ” “E Huo Lian ran has already fallen into the trap. I can fool him to 

the point of death with just my mouth!” 

“What? Dupe?” Baifeng Changyi and Zhang chuteng were stunned, and their worldview was instantly 

refreshed. 

They would never have thought that the mighty North Mystic Lord would have the great trickery skill! 

…… 

“Phew …” 

Very quickly, The Burning Sky Warhawk landed. 



The blazing flames were not real flames, but rather, the demonic Qi that emanated from the neo-

demon’s body! 

The demonic aura looked like a flame, but it did not emit high temperature. It would not burn the plants 

around it, so Liu xuanxin and No. 8 Luban would be safe! 

my God … How … How can there be such a beautiful woman in this world … 

E Huo Lian ran jumped down from Burning Sky Warhawk’s back. His eyes were like a magnet, attracted 

to Liu xuanxin. He stared at Liu xuanxin, unable to move his gaze away. 

“Big brother! Big brother! Hey! I’m calling you!” No. 8 Luban shouted and blocked Liu xuanxin’s way. 

“Oh! Seventh brother!” 

Ehuo Lianran swallowed his saliva and said with a smile, ” “You didn’t lie to me! This was really a super-

grade! Get out of my way first. I’ll definitely thank you heavily after I’m done with my fun!” 

“No! If you want to thank me, thank me now!” no! No. 8 Luban refused decisively. who doesn’t know 

that? you can’t stop chuckling once you start. I can’t wait for that! 

“Look at how impatient you are! I’m your big brother, how can I renege on your debt? Quickly get out of 

the way! I can’t hold it in anymore!” Ehuo Lianran was the one who was the most anxious. He wanted to 

get rid of ehuo Wuhan and push Liu xuanxin away. 

“I won’t!” Since No. 8 Luban was under Chen Xiaobei’s control, it would not let e ‘fire burn succeed. It 

would not even let e’ fire burn Liu xuanxin’s finger. 

“Alright, alright, alright! I’m afraid of you!” E Huo Lian ran had no choice but to compromise,”What 

benefits do you want? hurry up and tell me!” 

I want to … No. 8 Luban squinted his eyes and said with a smirk, ” “I want your Burning Sky Warhawk!” 

“What?” 

E Huo Lian ran’s brows were tightly furrowed as he said solemnly: “The Burning Sky Warhawk is the 

most important thing to me! Women are just toys! You actually want to use a toy to exchange for my 

Burning Sky Warhawk? Are you out of your mind?” 

“I was just joking!” 

of course not! No. 8 Luban laughed. everyone knows that Burning Sky Warhawk is very powerful. It is 

100% loyal to you, big brother. It is more trustworthy than any other bodyguard. Even if it wants to kill 

you, big brother, it will still be able to kill you! I can’t take Burning Sky Warhawk!” 

“It’s good that you know!” 

E Huo Lian ran said seriously,”all these years, I’ve escaped from death many times, and I’ve always relied 

on the help of Burning Sky Fighting Hawk!” It is equivalent to my life! I definitely won’t give it to 

anyone!” 



“I understand, I understand!” how about this? I’ve given you a toy. You can lend me the burning 

Warhawk to play with! said No. 8 Luban with a smirk. 

“It’s not a problem to just play around!” “But you have to tell me clearly when you’re going to return 

Fen Tian to me!” E Huo Lian ran said cautiously. 

I’ll return Burning Sky Warhawk to you when big brother’s ‘hehe’ is over! No. 8 Luban said after some 

thought. 

“Good! It’s decided then!” E Huo Lian ran grinned and turned towards Burning Sky Battle Eagle, 

ordering: “Fen Tian! Take my seventh brother around and come back before sunset!” 

“Yes, sir!” Burning Sky Warhawk had already become a demon and could speak human language, ” 

“Seventh Prince, please!” 

“No rush!” 

“Big brother, please keep burning Sky Combat Eagle in your spiritual beast bracelet!” No. 8 Luban said. 

I’ll only show it at the most crucial moment!” 

“What critical moment? What are you bringing Fen Tian to?” E Huo Lian ran asked. 

“I won’t hide it from you, big brother!” No. 8 Luban said indifferently. My bodyguard, Zhang chuteng, 

has met an enemy of equal strength. It’s hard to determine the winner! I’m bringing Fen Tian there to 

kill!” 

“Heh, I was wondering why you would be so kind to give me such a beauty for nothing! So you have a 

favor to ask of me!” 

E Huo Lian ran laughed and kept Burning Sky Battle Eagle into his spirit beast bracelet. He then handed 

over the spirit beast bracelet and said: “Go! Find the right time to release Fen Tian, and it’ll help you 

annihilate your enemy in one move!” 

No. 8 Luban took the spiritual beast bracelet and sneered, ” “Stupid pig! You’re so easy to fool, you’re so 

stupid!” 

 


